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Measuring education
The National Assessment of Educational Process – the nation’s
report card – may only scratch the
surface of analysis in its current
format, according to SMU statistical scientists. Lynne Stokes, professor of statistics, and Ian Harris,
associate professor of statistics,
are using multilevel data analysis,
a relatively new method, to transform narrow samples into results
that more accurately depict the
population.
This research will help the U.S.
Department of Education answer
complex questions about variations in educational performance.
Just breathe
SMU psychology researchers
have discovered new evidence
that controlled breathing can help
with conditions ranging from
hypertension to chronic pulmonary obstruction. Thomas
Ritz, associate professor,
and Alicia Meuret, assistant professor, used
biofeedback to help
patients suffering from panic
attacks regain control of
their breathing.
Patients in the study were
given a handheld biofeedback
device that measured the amount
of carbon dioxide exhaled. Using
this device, patients learned to
breathe more slowly and more
regularly over the course of the
four-week treatment, reporting a
dramatic decrease in attacks.

Hot and heavy: new energy sources within reach

I

s an energy crisis looming? The price of gas has been on a steady climb, up 17 percent since the end
of March and surging 80 percent in the last five years. According to the AAA Motor Club, average gas
prices are hovering near $3.00 a gallon, up from $2.24 a gallon a year ago. Consider these statistics:

• Global energy needs will surge 50 percent by 2030, says the International Energy Agency.
• Oil reserves will be depleted by 2043, says journalist and author James Kunstler.
• Renewable energy sources hold the smallest share of the U.S. energy market at only 6.2 percent,
according to the Oil and Gas Journal.
Scientists at SMU are working on energy solutions as they examine new ways to extract existing oil
and gas and new methods to generate energy from vast underground hot water reservoirs.

Geothermal energy
The end of oil as an energy source is coming, says David Blackwell, Hamilton Professor of Geological
Sciences and an expert on geothermal energy. “Predicting when that will happen is very controversial.
Price will play a big part in the timing, but the last oil to be extracted will be very expensive.”
Blackwell has spent 40 years researching geothermal energy, a renewable source generated by Earth.
The geothermal laboratory he directs at SMU is one of only two centers in North America
that maintains geothermal databases and maps of ground heat flow.
In March the SMU Geothermal Laboratory hosted a conference
focusing on Blackwell’s latest research, which explores the use of heat
transported with coproduced hot water from deep oil and gas wells to
generate electricity. The energy created by fitting existing wells with
heat exchangers and geothermal power plants of various sizes could
meet the energy needs of Texas and Oklahoma, he says.
“There is a lot of heat energy in deep oil and gas wells, as evidenced
by the need to pump and separate out the hot water that is found in
these geologic environments,” says Ted Clutter, executive director of
the Geothermal Resources Council in Davis, California. “Because the
water is already being pumped out of the wells, why not use it to generate power? More work has to be done on the economics and systems, but the
research is a very worthwhile endeavor.”
Details of the research by Blackwell, Jason McKenna, research assistant professor, and
Chris Moyes and Dee Paterson from Moyes and Co. in Dallas were published in the
September 5, 2005, Oil and Gas Journal.
continued on page 2

RISING OIL PRICES
S L O W U.S. E C O N O M Y

Hot and Heavy continued from page 1

“We are working with a private geothermal
developer and the Department of Energy to
install a demonstration power generation facility at a
DOE oil and gas test field in Wyoming,” Blackwell says.
Research on geothermal energy must become a higher
priority, he adds. “Unless geothermal energy becomes more
important in the next five to 10 years, other technologies with
much more deleterious environmental effects will take over.”

Economics Professor Tom Fomby sets
his home summer thermostat at 78 and
of alarmists who predict energy prices
will destroy the U.S. economy.

How do changing energy costs
affect the U.S. economy?
The price of oil is the second most important element that affects our economy.
The first is changing interest rates set
by the Federal Reserve Bank. The cost of
energy, however, will slow our economic
growth for the next decade.
For many decades oil prices have
gone up more slowly than other goods,
but that has changed. In 2005 consumer
prices increased 3.4 percent, but energy
prices jumped 17.1 percent.

What will it take for
alternative energy sources to
become viable options?
People are very conservative about the
safety of nuclear power. But if oil prices
become too high, they will adjust their
safety concerns. Right now sources like

Photo by Lara Solt, The Dallas Morning News

drives a gas-efficient car. But he is leery

Heavy Oil
Heavy oil can be as thick as honey or so hard you can hold it in
your hand like a rock, says SMU mathematician John Chen. It is
difficult to extract from the ground and refine. As lighter reserves become more difficult to find,
however, heavy oil becomes more viable. Chen uses numerical simulations and theoretical investigations to evaluate the potential of heavy oil exploration.
The greatest concentrations of heavy oil can be found in Alberta, Canada, and in the Orinoco
Belt in Venezuela, says Chen, professor of mathematical sciences and a 2004 Ford Research
Fellow. He recently received the Chang Jiang Chaired Professorship, the highest academic award
given by the Chinese Ministry of Education.
“Alberta, Canada, is going to be the top producer of oil in the next decade, not the Middle
East,” Chen says.
Eighty-five percent of the natural bitumen or oil sands in the world is found in western
Canada. Venezuela holds 90 percent of heavy oil in its Orinoco oil belt. Chen works with oil
companies in both countries to evaluate oil drive mechanisms and ultimate oil recovery. “My
simulations have matched reality very well,” he says. “Heavy oil could generate enough energy
to last the Earth 70 years.”

solar and wind power are just not costeffective.

Some experts assert that future
deviations in oil prices
will crush the U.S. economy.
What do you think?
History has shown that our economy is
adaptive and resilient. People are
ingenious. If gasoline reaches $15 a
gallon, they will change their priorities
and adjust.

Energy answers
You don’t have to live near a volcano to use geothermal energy, says Maria Richards, an SMU
specialist in physical geography.
Dispelling myths about geothermal
LEARNING TO LEAD
energy is part of her job as coordinator of
SMU’s geothermal laboratory. Richards is
responsible for administering a two-year
geothermal energy public education grant
from the U.S. Department of Energy and
the Texas State Energy Conservation Office.
SMU is the only Texas university to receive
the grant.
The laboratory hosted a March conference “Geothermal Energy in Oil and Gas
Settings” for industry and government
Gerald J. Ford (’66, ’69), immediate past chair of the
experts. A conference summary is online
with other information about geothermal
SMU Board of Trustees, answers students’ questions
energy and links to other geothermal sites.
after speaking at SMU President R. Gerald Turner’s
Richards answers questions from the public
Leadership Summit. He is president of First Acceptance
and has prepared geothermal energy inforCorporation in Dallas. Past speakers at the Leadermation for teachers.
ship Summit have included Ray L. Hunt, president and
Visit smu.edu/geothermal.
CEO of Hunt Oil, and Ross Perot Jr., CEO and president
of Perot Systems Corporation.
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T I P P I N G P O I N T:
H I S PA N I C V O T E
In July 2002 the U.S. population recorded a significant
shift – Hispanics became the
largest minority population at
13.5 percent, passing AfricanAmericans at 13.3 percent of the
population, according to U.S.
Census estimates.
This shift could have a tremendous impact on the American
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political landscape, says Harold
Stanley, Geurin-Pettus Distinguished Chair of American Politics and
Political Economy.
“The voting power of Hispanics is

Expanding horizons in Cairo
ydia Butts cut off her long blonde hair
soon after arriving in Egypt. A student at
the American University in Cairo, Butts
cut her hair to attract less attention. The senior
political science and international studies major
describes her semester at American University
as one of the toughest experiences of her life.
But it strengthened her resolve to fight for
women’s rights worldwide.
She dressed modestly and enrolled in a survival Arabic class, but still received constant
sexual and anti-American comments when she
ventured out into the city. Like Egyptian
women, she rode in the first two subway cars,
separate from the men.
“I learned a lot about myself,” she says. “I
could never live in a place with such limitations
on my freedom.”
Butts grew up in Ecuador as the daughter of
missionaries. She has spent the past three
summers in India working as a teacher and for
agencies that help girls who have escaped from
forced prostitution.
“Lydia has such a capacity for wanting to
improve the human condition. She sees this
ongoing onslaught against women and is
determined to see it end,” says Rick
Halperin, assistant director of SMU’s Office
of Leadership and Community Development.
Halperin teaches courses on human rights
and is chair of Amnesty International USA.

L

huge,” he says. “But the reality is they
have a way to go before they realize

Butts saw hope, however, for future generations. “We worked with an Egyptian program
that trains mothers to provide better health
care and education for their children. Every
woman we met said she wanted her daughters
to have the same opportunities as her sons.”
Butts’ semester in Cairo was supported by
the Gilman International Scholarship, which
provides scholarships to students who study
abroad in nontraditional areas. Her work in
India and her studies at SMU have been
financed by scholarships including the Maguire
Internship and the SMU Student Senate Jack
Stieber Scholarship.
Now back on campus to finish her last
semester, Butts is philosophical about her
experience. “It takes many small steps to
change attitudes about gender and rights. Each
small step should be considered a victory.”
To learn more about Butts’ experiences in
India and Egypt visit smu.edu/adventures.

their potential.”
Hispanics maintain a higher rate of
noncitizenship than other minorities, and
their population is young. Only 66 percent
are of voting age, Stanley says. “But both
parties are fighting over the Hispanic
vote. A little difference can yield a huge
dividend.”
Understanding Hispanic politics requires more than a partisan perspective, Stanley says. “I teach students that
an opinion is not a substitute for thought
– they can’t hold a position without
understanding each side. The process of
reaching an opinion is what education
is about.”
Stanley joined SMU in 2003 to fill an
endowed chair established by a planned
gift from Jo Ann Pettus and Sherrill
Pettus. An expert on Southern politics,
Stanley developed the course “Latino
Politics” after arriving in Texas from the
University of Rochester in Rochester,
New York.

LEARN ABOUT LIFE-CHANGERS
Lydia Butts experienced Middle Eastern culture firsthand in Cairo, Egypt.
Professor Harold Stanley developed a new course on Latino politics.
Cason Pierce defrayed first-year medical school costs. Students and faculty expand
their horizons each year thanks to donors who transform even modest
investments into substantial, life-changing gifts through strategic financial planning.
To learn more, visit plannedgiving.smu.edu or call 214-768-2675.

Hebrew Bible tackles today’s problems
erge Frolov, assistant professor of
Endowed Chair in Jewish Studies. He teaches
religious studies, did not develop his
courses on the Hebrew Bible and the hisJewish identity until his family fled
tory of Judaism. Nate and Ann Levine of
the Soviet Union for Israel in 1990.
Dallas endowed his position with
“I grew up in a totally nonrea gift in 1999.
ligious family at a time when
“There is considerable
religion was barely tolerainterest in the Hebrew
ted in the Soviet Union,”
Bible, especially among
he says. “But in the late
Christian students,”
1980s and early 1990s
Frolov says. “Students
in Russia there was a
are interested in
feeling that there was
the Old Testament’s
turmoil ahead for Jews
relevance to today’s
and it would be danproblems. They are
gerous to stay.”
often surprised to find
His family was
it addresses burning
among more than
issues such as minorities,
200,000 Jews that left the
homosexuality, relationSoviet Union for Israel that
ships between men and
year. Immersed in the Jewish
women, social justice, and
culture of Israel, Frolov discovered
science.”
Serge Frolov
his faith.
Junior Maria Renna says she was
“The first moment I read the
a novice on the Old Testament before
Hebrew Bible I was fascinated with its
taking “Introduction to the Hebrew Bible.”
approach to life and human purpose.”
“Because Dr. Frolov lived in Israel, he knows
Now Frolov brings his expertise in Jewish
the culture, the language, and the geograstudies to the Department of Religious Studphy,” Renna says. “He makes you feel the
ies where he is the Nate and Ann Levine
entire experience.”
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hen John Robert McCaw finished his graduate work, his

bank account was empty. “I had a graduate degree and a job, but I hardly had a
nickel to my name,” says the 1972 SMU
mathematical sciences graduate. In
1994 he established the John Robert
McCaw Merit Awards to provide “starter
money” for outstanding graduating seniors in SMU’s Mathematical Sciences
Department.
McCaw is a San Antonio actuary
who has established a successful business creating retirement plans for small
companies.
“I thought it would be nice for these
students, who have worked so hard to do
well, to have something to get them by

GRASSROOTS DIPLOMACY

until that first paycheck,” he says.
The $1,000 awards have done all
that and more. “I’m so grateful that this
program exists to help students get
started, whether in graduate school or
in their careers,” says 2005 McCaw

T

he Coya Indians are one of the poorest tribes in

woven goods to the marketplace and increase their

northern Argentina – their infant mortality rate is 50

tribe’s income.

percent. In 2001 a grassroots organization in the area

“Grassroots development takes a long time compared

obtained a grant from the Inter-America Foundation (IAF)

to aid that is given from the top down,” Annen says. “But

in Washington, D.C., to increase livestock, craft, and food

I think it’s a better way to help a community.”

Award recipient Cason Pierce, now a

production. According to anthropologists, within two

Before his internship Annen planned to pursue a

student at UT-Southwestern Medical

years the standard of living improved for the 340 mem-

career in the U.S. Foreign Service. He still wants to

School. Pierce, an undergraduate double

bers of the tribe.

major in mathematics and economics

Senior political science and philosophy major

who also earned his M.A. in applied eco-

Michael Annen analyzed the effectiveness of this grant

nomics from the University, used his

and others last summer as one of three IAF interns.

award to help fund his first semester of
medical school. “SMU’s mathematics
department is kind of small, but it’s full of
outstanding people. To be chosen for this
award was a great honor.”

The IAF funds community improvement projects at the

change the world, but now thinks he could be more
effective in the classroom as a university professor.
“I’ve always been interested in the power of ideas to
change people and shake things up,” he says. “I want
other students to realize they can make a difference.”

grassroots level in Latin and Central America. “It’s a

Annen’s internship was funded by the Jack C. and

bottom-up approach,” Annen says. “The grants are given

Annette K. Vaughn Foreign Service Internship. “The

directly to the people at the community’s request.”
Coya women used the grant to bring their hand-

scholarship was vital,” says Annen. “This definitely is
the most important thing that has ever happened to me.”

Turn $10,000 into $88,000

RESOURCES FOR GIVING

A

our out of every 10 Americans give at
MYTH: I am too young to be thinking about a
least $300 a year to nonprofit organimajor gift to charity.
zations totaling about $245 billion,
REALITY: The best time to plan a gift of insuraccording to a 2005 study by the nonprofit
ance is when you are young and healthy. For
organization Public Agenda. With a little foreexample, if you are age 35, you could buy a
thought, however, donors can make their gifts
$50,000 life insurance policy that designates
count for much more,
SMU as its beneficiary. You
says Marianne Piepencould pay off the policy by
“Most people think only
burg, assistant vice prespaying $600 a year for five
ident for development.
of giving from their monthly cash years and know that someday
“Most people think
you will leave a $50,000
flow.
Gifts
from
assets
such
only of giving from their
legacy to SMU.
monthly cash flow,”
as stock, insurance, or retirement
MYTH: I can’t plan for retirePiepenburg says. “Gifts
ment, take care of my family,
accounts can appreciate over
from assets such as
and leave a charitable legacy.
stock, insurance, or retiretime and become very large gifts.” REALITY: Just as you design
ment accounts can
your investment portfolio to
appreciate over time and
include
diversification,
liquidity, and long-term
become very large gifts.”
growth, you can make a charitable portfolio
An attorney with more than 20 years of
part
of your long-term financial plans. By careexperience in planned giving, Piepenburg
fully selecting the beneficiaries of your assets
debunks common myths about leaving a chariyou
can maximize your gifts to family and chartable legacy.
ity. Your financial planner, accountant, lawyer,
MYTH: By the time I pay all my bills, I can’t
and SMU’s Planned Giving staff can help you
afford to give to charity.
structure a plan. For more information visit
REALITY: You can make a plan now to give a
plannedgiving.smu.edu or call 214-768-2675.
gift later by leaving SMU a portion of your
estate in your will or by designating SMU as
These calculations (below) are for illustration
beneficiary of a portion of a retirement plan or
purposes only and should not be considered legal,
IRA. These gifts won’t reduce your day-to-day
accounting, or other professional advice.
Actual benefits may vary depending on the timing of the gift.
cash flow but will reduce your family’s tax
burden in the future.

F

MYTH: I can’t give funds from my investment
accounts because I may need those funds for
future living expenses.
REALITY: By creating a charitable remainder
trust, you can make a donation and continue
to receive an income stream for the rest of
your life. For example, you may own stock as
a retirement asset that is paying a 2 percent
dividend. By donating the stock to a charitable remainder trust, you earn an immediate
tax deduction and will receive a 5 to 7 percent dividend for the rest of your life. At your
death, SMU receives the remaining value of
the charitable trust.

re you looking for more information
about building a charitable portfo-

lio? Marianne Piepenburg, assistant vice
president for development, recommends
these resources.

Guide to Wills and Estates
American Bar Association
A good overview

Women and Money:
A Practical Guide to Estate Planning
by Patricia Annino
This speaks to the financial and legal
issues faced by women. It includes probate
and estate planning but goes beyond that
to include broad financial issues.

Inspired Philanthropy: Your Step-by-Step
Guide to Creating a Giving Plan
by Tracy Gray and Melissa Kohner
A step-by-step guide to determining
one’s philanthropic interests and
leveraging one’s charitable giving to
make the most impact

plannedgiving.smu.edu
Learn more about how to give to SMU,
contact SMU giving professionals, request
more information on planned giving

DONORS
Married couple,
both age 50
$88,850 benefit to
SMU in 39 years,
based on lifetime
projections

Guaranteed
income stream
for life

Donation
of $10,000
to charitable
gift annuity

Immediate
$2,647 charitable
income tax
deduction

C R E AT I V E W R I T I N G
SYMPOSIUM
AND SCHOLARSHIPS
TO HONOR
MARSHALL TERRY

‘Most wonderful legacy’ fulfills Oxford dreams

tudents who
attended
SMU-inOxford in the 1980s
edman College plans to honor SMU
knew where they
author, professor, and administrator
could
find an open
Marshall Terry. Terry, the E.A. Lilly Distindoor and a listening
guished Professor of English, will retire in
ear. As they passed
spring 2007.
through the narrow
Terry has spent more than 50 years on
passageway that
campus, first as a student earning his
linked the Main
Bachelor’s degree in 1953 and his
Quad
with the RadMaster’s degree in 1954. He began his
cliffe Quad, they
teaching career as an English teaching
passed the rooms of
fellow and went on to inspire and mentor
thousands of students, such as published
Carter and Dorothy
novelists Joe Coomer, Tracy Daugherty,
Murphy.
“My scho
larship wa
and Lewis Shiner.
“The door was usually open and we urged students to
s
unexpecte
d but mu
Terry created SMU’s nationally recogdrop in,” says Carter Murphy, economics professor emeritus
ch
needed. I
nized creative writing program as well as
and SMU-in-Oxford faculty member from 1980 through 1989
want you
to know
the SMU Literary Festival.
what an in
and director of the program in 1991.
c
r
e
d
ible differ
With alumni help, Dedman College
“I talked with students about their classes, their tutors,
ence
this will m
a
k
plans to establish two creative writing
e for my
travel, and economics.” Murphy says. “But Dorothy
experienc
scholarships in Terry’s honor and to host a
e and my
talked with them about their personal lives. She tried to
trip. It is
p
spring 2007 creative writing symposium
e
ople like y
help those who were feeling frustrated or unhappy.”
o
u that ma
featuring Terry’s former students.
ke
dreams co
“For us it was a time to be close to students in a
me true.”
For more information about the Profesway we never could back on our home campus,” he
sor Marshall Terry creative writing scholJodi Warm
says. “Faculty and students lived in close proximity,
brod
arships or the 2007 creative writing symtook meals together, and traveled together. We became
B
B
A
2002
posium, contact Tricia Barnett, director
close friends.”
of development for Dedman College, at
Before Dorothy Murphy died in 1997, she requested that
214-768-2691 or tbarnett@smu.edu.
her memorials create student scholarships to SMU-in-Oxford.
“She treasured that time,” Murphy says. “Of
the entire period of our married life, that was
BACK IN THE GROOVE
the time she felt closest to students.”
The first Dorothy Murphy SMU-in-Oxford
Physicist Vitaliy Fadeyev (’00) (right)
scholarships were awarded in 2000. The scholis using his expertise in particle
arships provide financial aid to two to three
physics to develop a groundbreaking
serious
students each year, Murphy says.
concept in sound tracking and record“SMU’s Oxford program is a wonderful way
ing that may revitalize recordings
to
study at England’s oldest university,” Murphy
made more than 100 years ago. He
says. “It’s still a financially difficult hurdle for
returned to SMU from California’s
Berkeley National Laboratory to speak
some families to clear.”
to students and the public about his
Murphy has established his own memorial –
research. Before speaking, he enjoyed
student scholarships in economics.
a plate of barbecue with students at
“Establishing a scholarship is the most wonPeggy Sue’s Barbecue. His lecture
derful legacy one could leave,” he says.
Photo by Lauren Ostergren
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was supported by donors to the
Physics Department’s lecture fund.

WHAT’S NEW
•

E D U C AT I O N V A C AT I O N :
S M U - I N - TA O S

Robert and Nancy Dedman Professor of History David Weber has received the highest award the Mexican government bestows on foreign nationals. The General Consul of Mexico in Dallas, in the name of President Vicente Fox,
presented Weber with the Orden Mexicana del Aguila Azteca (the Order of the Aztec Eagle) in November to recognize his work on the history of relations between Mexico and the United States.

•

SMU was honored by Preservation Dallas for last summer’s restoration and renovation of Dallas Hall’s Rotunda
and dome, restored to their original 1915 grandeur. The 5,500 panels of the copper leaf dome were removed, then
put back in place after a newly engineered roofing system was installed. Restoration artists removed layers of
paint from the relief on the Rotunda ceiling and gilded the ornate plaster carvings with 23-karat gold leaf. The
stained glass oculus also was restored and reinstalled with new lighting that highlights the beauty of the glass
and the Rotunda.

•

Senior English and French major and President’s Scholar Rebekah Hurt has become the first SMU recipient of the
United Kingdom’s Marshall Scholarship. The award, funded in 1953 by an Act of the British Parliament to honor the
humane ideals of the Marshall Plan, finances two years of study at a British university. Hurt plans to study African
literature and post colonial critical theory at the University of Birmingham.

•

MU has responded to the education
vacation boom by opening its Taos
campus to adult learners. SMU professors and other experts will teach noncredit courses July 20-23 focusing on
the American Southwest.

S

The story of an immigrant Laotian family, a daughter’s epilepsy, and a fateful collision between cultures will be the
common reading experience for SMU’s 2006 entering class. Incoming students will read The Spirit Catches You and
You Fall Down (1998) by Anne Fadiman. Students will meet with faculty members in small groups to discuss the book
during Week of Welcome.

Taos Artists from Fechin
to O’Keeffe
with Art History Chair Randall Griffin

New research maps women’s paths to power

The Los Alamos
Nuclear Project

omen who want to
serve in the U.S.
Congress still face
a daunting quest, according
to new research by an SMU
political scientist. Associate
Professor Dennis Simon and
Barbara Palmer of the
Women and Politics Institute
at American University analyzed why only 74 of the 536
Congressional offices are held
by women and how they can
increase their numbers in
their book Breaking the Political Glass Ceiling: Women and Congressional
Elections (Routledge, 2006).
Since 1916, only 203 women have been
elected to the U.S. House of Representatives
and 26 women to the U.S. Senate.
“We began this research in 1998, and, to
my knowledge, have compiled the most
extensive data on this subject,” Simon says.
“This study gives us some of the best
answers we’ve ever had for the persistent
gender gap in Congress.”

W

Women who run for Congress
in New York City have the best
chance of election in contrast
with women who run in Gadsen,
Alabama, who are the least likely
to be elected. Upscale, urban,
and diverse districts are most
likely to elect women to Congress
and rural, Southern, and traditional districts are the least likely
to elect women, Simon says.
Party loyalties also make a difference. Democrats elect more
women to Congress than Republicans. Since 1990 women
Democrats have outpaced women Republicans
by nearly two to one.
Simon and Palmer’s study also disputed
myths about women in politics. They learned
that women congressional candidates of
both parties are not more liberal than men,
and that the lack of women in Congress
cannot be blamed on the polling patterns of
women voters.
Visit www.politicsandwomen.com for highlights of the study.

launching the Atomic Age with
Clements Department of History Chair
James Hopkins whose father was a
pilot on the Nagasaki raid,
and Physics Chair Fred Olness

Hands-on Archaeology
with Professor of Anthropology
Ron Wetherington

Women Literary Figures
and the Southwest
with Associate Professor of English
Martha Satz

Fly Fishing and
Digital Photography
taught by University photographer
Hillsman Jackson and SMU instructor
and outdoor guide Pat Moulds

To learn more, visit smu.edu/taos/ci
or call
214-768-1303. The
SMU-in-Taos Cultural Institute will
be offered again in the spring,
summer and fall of 2007.

In the News
SMU paleontologists identified the first wellpreserved early mosasaur found in North
America. The lizard is an important link in
the evolution of mosasaurs, large creatures
which later ruled the prehistoric seas. The
news of the prehistoric lizard was reported
around the world in India, Canada, Australia,
and New Zealand.
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Psychology professor Alan Brown defined
déjà vu as an “intense feeling of familiarity.”
The sensation peaks in the late teens and
early twenties and is sometimes triggered by
scents or sounds. Brown’s research identifies
scientific reasons for the sometimes unsettling sensation.

Jasper Neel
Dean, Dedman College, and
SMU Vice Provost
Jeanene Renfro
Editor, Assistant to the Dean
Dedman College
Dedman College newsletter is produced
by SMU’s Office of Public Affairs
Nancy George
Editor

Biblical scholar Mark Chancey highlighted
serious problems with course materials
developed by the National Council on Bible
Curriculum in Public Schools. The assistant
professor of religious studies found the curriculum “full of errors and dubious research.”

SMU political scientist Dennis Simon proposes
a radical suggestion to substantially increase
the number of women in Congress. Use the
knowledge of what makes a district “womanfriendly” in the next round of redistricting.

Ben Goerz
Katie Morgan
Kathleen Tibbetts
Contributors
Hillsman S. Jackson
University Photographer
To support Dedman College visit
dedmancollegegift.smu.edu or contact Tricia
Barnett, director of development for Dedman
College, at 214-768-2691, tbarnett@smu.edu.
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CALENDAR
JUNE
22-23

Under the Stars

Spend an evening in Palo Duro
Canyon with SMU paleontologist
Louis Jacobs on a Godbey Lecture
Series tour. The tour includes the
Texas historical pageant and a visit
to the Panhandle Plains Museum.
Visit smu.edu/godbey
SEPT
15-17

Family Weekend

Parents and siblings can visit
classes, enjoy a student talent
show, and cheer on the Mustang
football team against Sam
Houston State at its first home
game of the season.
Visit parents.smu.edu
NOV
9-12

Inside

Expanding horizons in Cairo
Grassroots diplomacy
Cracking the political glass ceiling

Homecoming

Strike up the band for the
Homecoming parade and
Mustang football game against
University of Houston. Class
reunions for the classes of 1961,
1966, 1971, 1976, 1981,
1986, 1991, 1996, and 2001 will
take place on November 11.
Visit alumni.smu.edu
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